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Nifty P&F analysis 
 
Chart shown below is 10 x 3 Point & Figure chart of Nifty 
 

 

 Broader market trend is bullish, price is trading above bullish 45 degree trend line 

 Current formation is triangle which indicates consolidation 

 Bullish counts shown on the chart are  still open 

 Short-term counts of 9490, 9400 will be active if price closes below 9570 

 Close above 9660 will trigger bullish continuation pattern 

 In brief, medium term trend is up and price is witnessing short-term consolidation.  

9660 and 9400 are reference levels.  
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Below is a P&F X-percent breadth indicator of Nifty 50  

 

Advantage of breadth indicator over price oscillator is that it shows the health of 

constituents and not just the index price. In P&F X-percent indicator, we call it a neutral 

zone when it is between 75 and 25. Above chart shows that breadth line has remained in 

comfortable zone since Feb 2017 when Nifty went up by ~900 points.  

Current reading of this indicator is 43%, meaning that 43% of Nifty 50 stocks are in column 

of X. Interestingly, price has gone up but breadth has witnessed periodic correction during 

the recent uptrend. It indicates inherent strength of the trend and provide opportunity 

when price trend is up and breadth hits oversold zone. 
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Bank Nifty P&F analysis 

Below is a 0.15% x 3P&F chart of Bank Nifty showing short and medium term picture.  

 

Chart is bullish and price is trading above 45 degree line. Below is a relative strength chart of 

Bank Nifty against Nifty. 

 

Currently, Bank Nifty is out-performing Nifty and remains bullish unless it closes below 

23100. Below is the performance of all stocks in the Bank Index as per P&F Relative Strength 

Matrix method. 
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Sector Relative Strength analysis 
 
Relative strength charts plot P&F of a ratio chart of two instruments. Price of numerator is 
outperforming denominator if ratio line is rising. Conversely, it is under-performing 
denominator if ratio line is falling.  
 
P&F formations help in identifying and scoring the sectors and it’s constitutes based on the 
RS score matrix. Check this link http://www.definedge.com/how-to-use-matrix-in-
tradepoint/ to understand the methodology of scoring a chart based on P&F formation of 
last three columns. 
 
 

http://www.definedge.com/how-to-use-matrix-in-tradepoint/
http://www.definedge.com/how-to-use-matrix-in-tradepoint/
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Nifty-500 Index: P&F Multi-column breakout list 
 
Below is the list of stocks from Nifty-500 stock group where Triple top bullish formation is 
active on higher box value (3% x 3 Point & Figure chart). Pattern is considered as active 
unless basic sell signal is generated in the chart. 
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Point & Figure chart analysis 
 
Below are the P&F charts for the observation. Bullish patterns in them can be referred 

unless Nifty setup turns out to be bearish. Check this link http://www.definedge.com/pf-

pattern-and-setup/ for setup rules.  

 

 

 

http://www.definedge.com/pf-pattern-and-setup/
http://www.definedge.com/pf-pattern-and-setup/
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Rising and Falling Three Candlestick patterns 

Bullish Rising three is a bullish breakout candlestick pattern. Here is a brief explanation of 

the pattern:  

1. A bullish candlestick is followed by a group of two or more small real body candles that 

remain within the first bullish candlestick's range. So, in essence, it is multi-candle harami 

pattern, but the candles in this pattern would be contained within the shadows of the first 

candle.  
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2. If such a consolidation is followed by a strong bullish real body candle that closes above 

the first day's close, it then completes the bullish Rising three pattern. The final day open 

should be above the close of the previous session.  

Same way, Falling three is a bearish candlestick formation.  

1. In downtrend, when long bearish candlestick emerges and followed by more than two 

small rising candles whose real bodies is confined within the first candlestick's range.  

2. The final candle opens under previous session close and then closes under the first red 

candlestick's close. 

Below is an image explaining the same.  

 

This pattern resembles the flag or pennant formation. If volume of first candle is higher than 

other candles, it lends more significance to this pattern.  

Below are the charts showing the example of the pattern. 
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Relative Strength Performance Matrix 

The “Relative Strength Performance Matrix” is a new feature introduced in the latest release 

of the TradePoint software. As the name suggests this feature provides a snapshot / matrix 

of the Relative Strength of various instruments / indices in relation to the benchmark, across 

different box sizes. As you must be aware, relative strength measures the performance of 

one instrument in relation to the other.  

When the relative strength chart is in an uptrend, it indicates that the numerator is 

outperforming the denominator and vice-versa. Using the unique features of the point & 

Figure charts, we have designed a RS Performance Matrix which gives a summary of how 

various indices / instruments are faring in relation to the chosen benchmark. 

The table below captures the relative strength matrix of various sectoral index 

benchmarked against the Nifty 50 index.  
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The above table captures the relative performance across four different box size or time 

frames. The user has the option to change these box size. The box-size is a proxy for the 

time frame of the chart. Higher the box-size, bigger the time frame and more significant the 

scores they represent.  

A 1% box size can be considered as proxy for a weekly chart and 0.25% can roughly 

correspond to a daily time frame chart.  
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For each box size, a score ranging from 2 to -2 is assigned based on different parameters. 

The above matrix is designed such that the max possible “Total Score” is 8 and lowest score 

possible is -8. This Total Score is arrived by adding the scores in the individual box size. Click 

this link for a detailed explanation on the scoring system. 

(http://www.definedge.com/relative-strength-performance-matrix1/) 

A score of 8 represents that the index is outperforming the benchmark (Nifty 50 in this 

example) across all box size or time frames. So, it makes sense to focus on stocks from the 

sector that have a high positive score and ignore the ones which have a negative total score.  

The Nifty IT index is at the bottom of the heap, with a total score of -7. This is not surprising 

as the frontline IT stocks have been in a broad downtrend and underperforming the Nifty for 

a while now. At the top of the table, there is Nifty Private Bank and Nifty Financial services 

index.  

It makes sense to focus on the stocks from the banking and financial services sector and 

more importantly, stay away from the IT sector which is an underperformer.  

The RS performance matrix can be used in more creative ways. We will discuss it in the next 

newsletter.  

Poles & Traps: Highly under-Rated Concept 

-B.Krishnakumar 

 

Point and Figure charts have a lot of unique aspects which makes decision making relatively 

easy when it comes to investment or trading. There are a few reversal or failure patterns in 

Point & Figure charts which indicate zones where one camp (buyers or sellers) overpowered 

the other.  

The popular failure patterns in Point & Figure chart include Traps and poles. A bull-trap 

pattern occurs when a buy pattern is immediately followed by a sell pattern. This indicates 

failure of the buy-pattern and indicates trapped buyers who will probably bail out when 

price revisits that neighbourhood.  

Similarly, a bear-trap occurs when a sell signal is immediately followed by a buy signal. This 

indicates failure of the sell pattern and hence could act as a support when price revisits this 

neighbourhood. The bear and bull trap pattern is detailed below.  

The pole pattern is another unique pattern in Point & Figure chart. A high pole pattern is 

triggered when a long column of X is retraced by more than 50%. This indicates that there 

was a big rally (represented by a long column of X) which was immediately retraced by 50% 

http://www.definedge.com/relative-strength-performance-matrix1/
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or more. The exact opposite of this is a low pole pattern where a long column of O is 

retraced by 50% or more. This indicates presence of strong buying interest. 

Check this link http://www.definedge.com/point-figure/ to read more about traps & poles 

It makes sense to be cautious when price revisits a zone where a trap or a pole pattern 

occurred earlier. These zones can be used as a reliable resistance or support zones as price 

typically tends to at least halt at these zones before breaking out or turning around. 

A low pole pattern or a series of low pole pattern in a neighbourhood could be a nice 

support zone while a prior high-pole zone will act as resistance. Similarly, price zone where a 

bear trap occurred earlier would be a strong support zone while a bull trap zone would act 

as a resistance area.  

A strong breakout past resistance or breakdown below support is a valuable information as 

well. So, pay attention to these price markers for extra insight about what to expect and do.  

Typically, price gets into a sideways congestion or consolidation phase or turns volatile 

when it revisits these prior failure pattern levels. A breakout and follow through beyond 

these zones will be a reliable sign of trend strength. Let’s look at a few examples. 

Featured below is the chart of Rural Electrification Corporation in a 3% box size.  

 

http://www.definedge.com/point-figure/
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Notice how price formed a High Pole pattern way back in October 2010. There was a failure 

when price revisited this zone in July 2014. Notice how price has again flipped to a column 

of O when it revisited this zone few weeks ago.  

A fresh buy signal now would be a very potent and significant development. It would 

confirm a major breakout and follow through above a key resistance zone. Until that 

happens, it would make sense to be cautious in this stock.  

Have a look at the HDFC Bank 1% box size chart featured below.  

 

Notice how a breakout above a prior High pole region, followed by a follow-through buy 

signal resulted in a strong rally. Investors can drill down to a small box size chart to fine tune 

entry in such cases. 

The point we want to drive home is that these failure patterns act as significant markers 

where price can either stall and reverse or breakout. Use these markers in alignment with 

the underlying trend to make trading more profitable. We will discuss more examples in the 

next newsletter. 
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P&F Setup Scanner 

Know trend and pattern status and levels of all stocks in one click. 

Check this link http://www.definedge.com/pf-setup/ to view video explaining the same.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.definedge.com/pf-setup/
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DISCLAIMER 

 

The information contained in this document is for general purposes only. The views expressed herein 

are based on internal data, publicly available information and other sources believed to be reliable. We 

however, do not vouch for the accuracy or the completeness thereof. We are not registered 

investment analysts and information in the document is shared only for the purpose of education. The 

document is given in summary form and does not purport to be complete. The information/ data 

herein alone are not sufficient and should not be used for the development or implementation of an 

investment strategy. Any calculations made are approximations, meant as guidelines only, which you 

must confirm before relying on them. The statements contained herein are based on our current views 

and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance 

or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Past performance 

may or may not be sustained in future. The investments discussed or recommended in this report may 

not be suitable for all investors. The recipient(s) before acting on any information herein should make 

his/her/their own investigation and seek appropriate professional advice and shall alone be fully 

responsible / liable for any decision taken on the basis of information contained herein. While acting 

upon any information or analysis mentioned in this report, investors may please note that neither 

Definedge solutions / research nor any person connected with any associate companies of Definedge 

solutions / research accepts any liability arising from the use of the information and views mentioned 

in this document. 
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